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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very deceiving company
listing the price at a very low amount to appear as a very great or good deal. No where in the ad
is this fee or deceiving amount listed or noted. I would like to take this time and thank Mototown
Leasing and a special thanks to Ricardo for making my Infinity purchase fun and efficient!! I
highly recommend these guys - great choice and fair deals! Thanks again! I asked what was the
lowest they would go as the check engine light was on and it needed new cam sensors, there
was a big dent on rear drivers side and the grill was broken. My first experience with them
wasn't great but have since had great communication and appreciate their honesty of buying a
cash vehicle and driving it out of state. Shane, the sales mgr. He even volunteered to shuttle the
truck there and set up the appointment. It was a pleasure working with them. Great guys over
there, willing to talk with you and work with you. Donovan went out of his way to show me what
was available even though I was not finding what I wanted. He was very patient. Camalo was
super super nice and made the process nice and simple. I got everything I wanted. Todd and
Julian were helpful and very professional. I would buy from them again; wonderful experience.
Someone did respond, but offered very little info other than a one 1 word answer and nothing
more. Good luck with your sale. Tried to make a deal but they not budge on price. A day after
contacting weaver via car gurus, I called them to get information about the car. Two days later, I
received an email. I responded that I would like the car fax and also asked a couple of
questions. Two days later, no response. Truck has multiple issues. Was not ready to be sold. I
understand your a used dealership but being honest about cars would be nice. Wanted to buy
the truck out right cash stick price says A lot of hidden fees at this place. The truck was clean
overall however had a Lotta rust on the frame and some of the parts look like they were getting
ready to break off not a very good experience. This dealer is above board, courteous, helpful
and knowledgeable. Treated me with the utmost respect and genuinely tried to do everything I
asked of him. The owner was wonderful. Will buy from them again, when the time comes for me
to purchase another vehicle. Awesome customer service and super to work with! Accurate
description of the vehicle as well. I would recommend this dealer to anyone. The car needed
repairs so could not make deal! The check engine light is coming on, I was promised it will be
fixed, but it was not! It was a good experience! They contacted me, let me know that the car is
available. They also said that when I was ready, to get in touch with them. They didn't contact
me. The site said Dealer is not connected or something like that. They were good and I'm buying
this Truck. If it wasn't for CarGurus notifying me, I would have lost out on another one.
Thank-you, Don. The TL has dramatic lines that meet in sharp points in various places over its
body that give it almost dart-like styling. The Type-S has its own unique front fascia, more aero
bodywork, and dual exhausts. Inside, The TL is comfortable and upscale, but its interior is far
more usable and less flashy than some of its luxury counterparts on the market today. The
Type-S features generous amounts of carbon fiber trim and sporty touches like stainless steel
pedals, a quad exhaust, and heavily-bolstered front seats. No matter which version you choose,
the TL is a driver-focused luxury sedan. The engine also works well with the five-speed
automatic gearbox to provide effortless cruising around town. The TL Type-S is a different
animal. Its horsepower 3. Where the Type-S stands out is with its handling and driving
dynamics. Its upgraded damping system keeps body roll in check and makes the TL into a true
canyon carving machine. It can be felt in the steering wheel as well. The issue is common in
powerful front-drive sports sedans, but the TL manages it with an excellent limited-slip
differential. The Type-S has large front discs with four-piston Brembo calipers, so stopping is
well under control, and the whole package works well as a unit to deliver a fun, balanced drive
on nearly any surface. The car can be ordered with an A-Spec package, which brings even
firmer dampers and larger inch wheels. The TL is a balanced, versatile car with a comfortable
interior and plenty of usable space. While not a cavernous cargo carrier, the TL does manage to
carry five adults rather comfortably, and its The Acura TL is one of the most complete cars on
the market from a technology standpoint. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NHTSA rated it five stars in both frontal crash test categories, four stars for driver side crash
protection and five for rear passenger side crash protection, and four stars for rollover
protection. The buyers for those cars shop heavily on brand and name recognition, which is a
game that Acura will have trouble winning. That said, people who do make the move to the TL
will find an impressive mix of high-end materials, an exhilarating driving experience, and a
sophisticated interior. In standard guise, the TL returns competitive fuel economy as well. Its 26
mpg highway rating beats less capable cars like the Subaru Legacy, while nearly matching the
gas mileage numbers from cars like the Audi A4 and BMW 3 Series. The TL is expected to be far
better than average on repairs and repair costs, which greatly bolsters its value proposition.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,

over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not
Available. The Acura TL has been lightly updated for the model year but remains a sporty,
almost-luxury bargain. Why Use CarGurus? The Acura TL is a midsize upscale car that was
manufactured by Acura. It was introduced in to replace the Acura Vigor and was badged for the
Japanese-market from to as the Honda Inspire and from to as the Honda Saber. In , it ranked as
the second best-selling luxury sedan in the United States behind the BMW 3 Series , [1] but
sales have decreased since then. The TL "Touring Luxury" debuted as model, first with the 2.
The 3. The debut of the TL signaled Acura's shift from traditional vehicle names to
alphanumeric designations. By replacing recognizable names such as Vigor and Legend with a
two-letter designation, the luxury make hoped to focus consumer attention on the Acura name.
The 2. There were minimal styling differences between the two, but the 3. Sales of the 2. Leather
was standard on the more upscale 3. Like its predecessor, the Vigor , this generation TL was a
4-door pillared hardtop, with frameless windows. In , Acura added a standard power moonroof
to all TL models. Additionally, all Acura TLs received a variable-speed intermittent wiper setting.
The sport-targeted, 5-cylinder 2. For , Acura made several previously optional features standard
on the 2. In , Honda revealed the TL-X concept car , showing a preview of the second-generation
TL which would debut in fall that year. The second-generation TL now called 3. It was available
with a newly designed 3. The second-generation 3. The main difference between the two cars
were the front grille; the Inspire and Saber were also available with a 2. The only option on the
sedan was a CD-based navigation system. The TL's navigation system stored the maps in
zones; there were 5 different zones for the U. Starting with this generation, cabin air filters also
known as pollen filters were installed as standard equipment and are located behind the glove
compartment. In the second year of production, the Acura TL was given a few more features,
including a 5-speed automatic transmission with SportShift. The added gear allowed for slightly
better fuel economy and acceleration when compared to the previous 4-speed automatic
transmission with SportShift. With this model, if the driver forgets the shift the computer will
take over when in sport mode and do the up and down shifts, unlike the 4-speed model. In many
vehicles, the 5-speed automatic transmission failed: as the third clutch pack wore, particles
blocked off oil passages and prevented the transmission from shifting or holding gears
normally. The transmission would slip, fail to shift, or suddenly downshift and make the car
come to a screeching halt, even at freeway speeds. This problem was highlighted in the Los
Angeles Times in September Consumer Reports took note and gave the TL and CL the black
spot, the worst rating for transmission reliability. A class-action lawsuit was settled to extend
the transmission warranty for U. Transmissions replaced prior to March usually fail again. Other
notable changes include the addition of side impact airbags for the front passengers and a
change of format for the navigation system. The entire continental United States became
accessible with the navigation system; it was possible to drive from one coast to the other with
the new navigation system. For the model year, a redesigned coupe version of the TL was
introduced, the 3. While it was mechanically identical to the TL, its sales never came close to
that of its sibling model, and as a result, it was discontinued in May The model received a
redesigned cupholder insert. The automatic transmissions in these cars were also defective.
Acura dealers replace the transmissions under warranty. Several models in the â€” years were
the subject of a safety recall in July for injuries reported by faulty driver's side airbag inflators.
In February , another recall was issued for the same problem. In March for the model year, the
TL got a minor makeover, with a refreshed front fascia, redesigned taillights, a 6 CD in-dash
changer as well as a few other features. A large percentage of these vehicles exhibited
problems with the automatic transmission necessitating replacement. Transmissions replaced
March and later include a redesigned third gear clutch pack reported to fix the problem. Only
minor changes occurred in that year in order to make way for a redesign. But one odd and
notable addition to only the model year was the addition of General Motors OnStar subscription
cellular telephone and navigation assistance service to the DVD GPS navigation system option.
These were separate independent systems, each with their own GPS receivers. The first
third-generation Acura TL rolled off the assembly line on September 30, On October 6, , the third
generation Acura TL the 3. Starting with this generation, this model was not sold in Japan, with
the Honda Inspire holding the position of entry level luxury sedan below the Honda Legend in
Japan. Manual transmission models featured Brembo 4-Piston front brake calipers , a

Torsen-type limited slip differential , stiffer anti-roll bars front and rear and performance tires at
no additional cost. The third generation TL was also the first car in the American market to
include a 6-disc DVD-Audio system, output through an 8-speaker watt system, engineered by
Panasonic and tuned by Grammy-award-winning Elliot Scheiner. In the United States, all models
were also equipped with a Bluetooth HandsFree Link HFL system, integrated with the audio
system, to allow for hands-free usage of one's cell phone provided the phone also supports
Bluetooth and is compatible with the HFL's hands-free profile. With the built-in XM Radio tuner,
owners can elect to pay a monthly subscription after the complimentary 3 months subscription
expires from Acura for XM radio , which provides over digital channels via satellite. With the
optional Alpine -designed navigation system, the third generation TL can also accept voice
commands [13] like "find nearest police station" or "go home. DVDs with new road information
for the navigation system were made annually until The Inspire is basically a
seventh-generation US-market Honda Accord V6 with minor trim changes, and the addition of
Variable Cylinder Management , which shuts off half of the engine when not needed to boost
fuel economy. The TL became Acura's best-selling luxury sedan in with more than 79, sold that
year. The TL received a passenger airbag cut-off switch and indicator and extra stitching on the
front seats. There were several minor changes made such as changes in seat belt anchor
mounts which are not published. The Acura TL features a slightly revised exterior as well as a
revised interior with a new steering wheel, redesigned gauges, and footwell lighting, in addition
to new interior and exterior colors. The TL non Type-S received suspension changes to improve
ride comfort. Also new for the model year were LED turn signal repeaters on the side mirrors
and fog lamps in the bumper. Prior to , the fog lamps were integrated into the headlight
housing; Daytime Running Lights now occupy that space Canadian models have had DRLs
there rather than fog lamps since TL with navigation models sport a new rear view camera with
image displayed on the navigation screen as well as XM NavTraffic. The manual transmission
option had been dropped from the base TL due largely to extremely low sales roughly 1 out of
40 TLs sold across America were equipped with a manual gearbox. The most notable revision is
the return of the Type-S edition of the TL. The manual transmission includes a limited slip
differential. Exterior differences include quad exhaust pipes, restyled rear lamps and front
fascia, lip spoiler, wider side sills, Brembo brakes, dark silver spoke wheels, a "black chrome"
grille rather than the standard glossy grille, and exclusive Type-S badging, plus an exclusive
new color option, Kinetic Blue Pearl. Touch screen navigation is standard and the suspension
has been firmed up. The only options are the aforementioned transmission and high
performance summer tires Bridgestone Potenzas rather than the standard all-season tires
Michelin Pilot MXM4s. Acura also introduced a new 5-speed automatic transmission for the and
model year TLs. Changes include downshift "rev matching", slightly altered gear ratios, and a
different bellhousing. The transmission is identical between the base model and Type-S. The
block on the base model's 3. The navigation system has been updated to work in Hawaii , and
the AcuraLink satellite capability has been expanded to incorporate 76 markets up from 38
markets for the model. The first fourth-generation Acura TL rolled off the assembly line on
September 23, Debuted for the model year, the Acura TL featured a more aggressive
interpretation of Acura's latest styling vocabulary, known as "Keen Edge Dynamic. The size of
the car has increased slightly, and as a consequence the wheelbase has been stretched 1. The
base TL is front-wheel drive and is powered by a 3. SH-AWD "Super Handling" All Wheel Drive
is a multi-vectoring all wheel drive system designed more for performance than for simply
providing traction in adverse circumstances. Acceleration puts more torque on the rear wheels.
The brakes on the new TL have been increased in size, from the older The bolt pattern on the
car is no longer a 5 x The SH-AWD model also includes some interior refinements over the base
model and is tuned for slightly firmer suspension and steering feedback. It is visually
distinguishable from the base model on the exterior by its SH-AWD badge on the trunk, quad
exhaust pipes as opposed to dual exhaust on the base model and larger air ducts in the front
bumper to cool the larger brakes the base model's turn signal indicators in the bumper extend
all the way to the center. For the model year, Acura announced that a 6-speed close-ratio
manual transmission would be available for the SH-AWD model. For this manual transmission
model, Acura designed a new self-adjusting dual-mass clutch system for increased holding
power and improved modulation compared to the previous generation. The fourth generation
Acura TL adds further electronic convenience items, now including a central multifunction
display, [24] an eight-speaker watt audio system with a six-disc CD changer, XM Satellite Radio,
USB port connectivity including full iPod control support , and Bluetooth Audio for streaming
music from a cell phone. With the ELS audio system, audio CDs are automatically ripped to the
hard drive upon insertion for future playback. The navigation system also stores its map data
on the hard drive as opposed to the previous model's DVD-based storage , producing faster

boot times. For the model, Honda offered new front and rear styling on the Acura TL. Acura
updated the controversial "beak" insert in the front grille, replacing it with a smaller insert that
flows better with the headlights and creates a sleeker profile. This transmission features
downshift rev-matching with throttle blip and the ability to downshift two gears at a time.
Additional new features include ventilated seats , new 60GB HDD, blind-spot information
system , and upgraded wheels. The TL retains both the base 3. The 6-speed manual
transmission will continue to be offered. The model is also 3 dB quieter on the highway. It is a
version of front-wheel-drive Acura TL with distinctive spoke inch alloy wheels, a color-matched
deck lid spoiler, trunk-mounted Special Edition badging, Keyless Access System with Keyless
Access Remote, pushbutton start, choice of 4 body colors Bellanova White Pearl, Crystal Black
Pearl, Graphite Luster Metallic and Silver Moon Metallic matched with an Ebony interior leather
upholstery with contrast stitching, Sequential SportShift 6-speed automatic transmission with
paddle shifter system, way adjustable power driver's seat, an 8-way adjustable power front
passenger's seat, power moonroof, watt audio system with eight speakers, dual-zone
dual-mode automatic climate control system with automatic humidity control. The vehicle was
produced using domestically and globally sourced parts at Honda of America Mfg. Production
of the TL ceased towards the end of , with the replacement model TLX going on sale in the fall
of that same year. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. This section needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. June Learn how and
when to remove this template message. This section does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Archived from the original on 27
September Retrieved Archived from the original on Automotive News. Acura Newsroom. Honda
North America. September 1, Archived from the original PDF on Honda Newsroom. Car and
Driver. September June Retrieved 14 July Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. July 31,
January 5, January 4, January 3, Acura , a division of Honda , road car timeline, â€”present.
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exclusive to the United States. A division of Honda. Few entry-level luxury cars pack the level of
equipment the Acura TL carries as standard. Well-built and exceedingly easy to live with as an
everyday companion, the TL is an excellent choice overall. With the introduction of the
distinctively styled, well-detailed third-generation TL back in , Acura finally established its place
in the midsize luxury market. Sharing much of its engineering with the Honda Accord and built
alongside it at Honda's Marysville, Ohio assembly plant , the TL is an exquisitely competent
front driver that comes carrying just about the most comprehensive list of standard equipment
in its class. It's always been a solid performer, and for it gets better with the reintroduction of
the performance-oriented Type-S. With a hp, 3. It's also now the only way to get a TL if you want
the six-speed manual transmission and its accompanying limited-slip differential or paddle
shifters to go with the available five-speed automatic. Still, the regular old TL is a wonderful
environment in which to survive a daily commute The front seats are among the very best in any
car, the stereo is so good it alone is almost enough to justify buying the car, all the switches
and controls operate with precision, the engine operates with utter serenity but still manages to
have an engaging character, the suspension is well-controlled without being brutal and there's
enough room in the trunk to hold the lighting section of a good-size Home Depot. The Acura TL
is not a car without limitations, but for many buyers they're the sort of limitations that don't
really matter. The Acura TL is a midsize entry-level luxury sport sedan. There are two trim
levels: base TL and Type-S. The base TL comes well equipped with a moonroof, heated
side-view mirrors, automatic headlights, leather upholstery, power and heated front seats,
dual-zone climate control, HomeLink and full power accessories. The sole option is Acura's
satellite-based navigation system that integrates both a rearview camera and voice-recognition

ability with the "AcuraLink" real-time traffic-reporting system. The TL Type-S receives a more
powerful engine, a sport-tuned suspension, performance tires and more powerful brakes. The
navigation system is standard, the interior is trimmed with aluminum and fake carbon fiber
instead of fake wood, special sport seats promise more lateral support, the LED instrumentation
glows red and blue and the pedals are finished in aluminum. On the outside the front fascia has
a deeper front airdam, the side skirts are more pronounced, there's a deck lid spoiler, the
taillights glow with LED brilliance, there are four exhaust outlets and the special inch wheels,
front grille and other trim all feature a dark matte finish. Base TL sedans have a hp 3. The TL
Type-S has a hp 3. The driver side and passenger dual-stage, dual-threshold airbags are
supplemented by side airbags for the driver side and front passenger and side curtain airbags
for both front and rear passengers. A Vehicle Stability Assist VSA program helps keep the car
upright while antilock and electronic brakeforce distribution systems ensure the four discs
aboard stop the car. The IIHS rated the TL "Good" the best rating possible for protection in
frontal-offset crashes and gave it a "Best Pick" designation after its front-offset crash tests.
Collectively, the effect is a crisper and more controlled car without the harshness usually
associated with sport tuning. We've driven all its competitors and the TL is definitely the
smoothest operator on all types of pavement. The Type-S is just slightly edgier but still within
the acceptable range. However, dedicated driving enthusiasts will likely be a little disappointed
with the front-drive layout, as it prevents the car from being as fun to drive as other sport
sedans like the BMW 3 Series and Infiniti G Among its peers, the TL luxury sport sedan has one
of the best interiors with an elegant design, excellent material quality and nicely shaped seats.
The cockpit has a stylish two-tone color scheme, aluminum inlays and an attractive set of bright
blue electroluminescent gauges. There's plenty of room for a pair of adults to ride in back, and
the trunk holds A tool is an object designed to do a particular kind of work. The type of work the
Acura TL is designed to do is maintain its leading sales position within the Acura lineup and
close the gap on the entry-lux sport sedan sales leader, the BMW 3 Series. While Acura is
pleased with current TL progress, holding steady at around 80, units a year, it seems the
product planners at Acura have been watching the success of their recently rereleased
European and Japanese counterparts in the entry-lux segment. Infiniti just made public the
all-new G35 and we predict nothing but well-deserved success. But unlike the
headline-grabbing rear-drive sedans â€” some of which are or will be available as a coupe,
convertible or wagon, with a turbocharger, AWD and even with rear-wheel steering â€” Acura's
TL comes in front-drive-only, V6-only and sedan-only forms. But for , the TL will arrive in regular
and maximum-strength versions. The standard-issue TL maintains a horsepower 3. The big
news is that the range-topping TL Type-S returns after a three-year hiatus, with more than just
tire and suspension upgrades. Power, baby; and the high-revving hp 3. Tuned to horses, the
happily unencumbered engine now breathes and revs freely in the svelte nose of the TL Type-S.
It can be paired with either the purist's choice six-speed manual or newly upgraded five-speed
automatic with paddle shifters and matched-rev downshifts. In the TL the engine feels bright
and responsive throughout the rev-range and gets only slightly more intense at the rpm VTEC
changeover point where the high-lift and long-duration cam lobes come on. Then there's that
wonderful Honda engine note made all the better with the Type-S's cold-air induction,
dual-stage intake manifold and high-flow exhaust system. Truth be told, it could stand to be a
little louder, however. The six-speed manual is of the type we've all admired from Honda. In the
tradition of the S , but more like that found in the recent Civic Si, the light shifter finds its home
with a reassuring clickity-thump. The gear ratios are well considered and take full advantage of
the Type-S's enthusiastic new engine. The extensive mechanical science applied to quiet gear
whine and smooth gearchanges is evident. Putting the power down You might suspect a
front-driver with lb-ft of twisting torque to be a tarmac-nibbling handful and it would have been
had it not also included a helical-gear-type limited-slip differential LSD in the six-speed manual
transmission. This long-standing torque-steer-reduction scheme works by dividing the driving
force more equally between the two front wheels. In the case of the TL Type-S, it works very
well. The only time we noticed the steering affected by the throttle was at the very top of both
1st and 2nd gear under full throttle. Otherwise, the car's cornering was tack-sharp both off and
on the gas. The LSD also does an admirable job of diminishing understeer. We'd even go out on
a limb and say the Type-S settings could've been successfully incorporated into the standard
TL, and Acura could've been more aggressive with the Type-S with some room to spare.
Utilizing a classic high-mount upper and lower A-arm front suspension with rear multilink and
stabilizer bars, the TL Type-S suspension is tuned to near perfection. Damping rates and body
control are outstanding while the suspension's ability to acknowledge road imperfections
without changing direction is excellent. A heavily revised variable-assist rack-and-pinion
steering system is incalculably precise and thankfully old school. In other words, Acura hasn't

resorted to an electromechanical system with all its nifty variable-ratio and numbing-isolation
tricks and compromises. The ratio is fixed to a tidy Additionally, the power steering fluid flows
through a new aluminum cooler and is kept in check through one-way kick-back damper valve
to minimize the possibility of road irregularities making their way to your hands. This is as good
as front-wheel drive gets. Inner beauty Along with all the significant hardware upgrades, both
the TL and TL Type-S feature subtle exterior and interior cosmetic changes only the most
encyclopedic will detect. The Type-S is differentiated most distinctly by quad exhaust tips and
"black-chrome" exterior trim â€” and the badge, of course. Navigation is optional to either.
Where does this leave the TL Type-S? On paper, it's still a distant-but-better front-wheel-driven
4th. It'll never convert die-hard rear-drive fans. It'll never be able to precisely manage more than
hp through its front tires. Even with its impressive list of year-to-year enhancements, the guys
at BMW, Infiniti and Lexus will no doubt continue the evolution of the sport sedan species at an
even more accelerated pace â€” and they're already one step ahead. As competent as they are,
the TL and TL Type-S are serving as placeholders until Acura takes seriously the entry-lux sport
sedan category as it recently proved it can in the sport-utility segment with its astonishingly
good Acura MDX and RDX. All this outstanding competence is undeniable. There is no question
that the TL Type-S is the best TL ever, and it's more car than most entry-lux buyers would ever
need or expect. It delivers an astonishing amount of performance and equipment, some of
which is unavailable in the competitors, for a price that'll at least rattle the cages of the
rear-drive faithful. Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected
members of the press were invited, to facilitate this report. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Acura TL. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Front-drive handling limitations are apparent
when the car is driven aggressively, lack of low-end torque in some situations. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. After a
three-year absence, the performance-oriented "Type-S" trim level returns. It features a
horsepower, 3. The Type-S also gets a unique front fascia, quad tailpipes, specific inch wheels
and paddle shifters for the five-speed automatic transmission when that option is ordered. The
regular TL continues forward with freshened exterior styling and a revised center stack and
instrument panel. However the six-speed manual transmission and Brembo brakes are now
restricted solely to the Type-S model. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Great car
overall. Very reliable but watch out for Bluetooth connection to cell phone. Known to actually
kill battery by failing to disconnect properly. Engineered to go k miles with proper maintainence.
Brembo brakes fantastic but pads AND rotors wear very quickly. Read less. The car is flawless.
One warning: there is a technological curve with setting up your phone and using the
navigation. Lots to read. Second warning: not all cell phones can be used to import the cell
phone address book from phone to car. I had to buy a new phone that would support all the
features. It's minor but my relatively new Razor was not able to transfer its information. This is a
great value. Compare it to BMW 3 series and see what you get for the money. I think you'll be
impressed. Excellent Value Packed Sports Sedan. What's with all the whining? Enough with the
complaints about turning radius Learn how to drive and execute a 3 point turn. The day I base
my decision to buy a car on turning radius, please shoot me. As for rattling, my '07 has none.
Everything works perfectly. Nothing ever breaks, and it's got 73, miles on it! You shant find
another car with all the features of the TL in it's price range, or even higher. After driving a TL
for several months and purchasing a base model, here is my take on the differences. The is a
little better overall. Its suspension absorbs bumps better than before while still maintaining its
sportiness and handling. It's quieter on the highway and its seats are more comfortable softer especially on longer rides. From the front, the separate fog lights, chrome-like strip along the
bottom and integrated blikers in the side mirrors, give the car a more elegant look. The sporty
body style, sporty handling and very comfortable ride made it a good choice for me. Notes: No
squeaks or rattles, the new transmission is now derived from the RL's tranny. See all reviews of
the Used Acura TL. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.

Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the TL. Sign Up. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. Make the interior of your car look amazing by installing one of our many Acura
Dash trim Kits from Dash Kit Specialties. We also carry modern colors for those who want to
add a splash of color to your dash. The dash trim kits are made of high quality materials which
will serve you well for many years ahead. Besides the fact that our interior dash kits for Acura
are easy to install, all you need to do is just follow the simple instructions that are included with
the kit. Scroll down the page below to find and order your model and year and type of dash trim
kit and enjoy a fresh and updated look of your car! Acura CL stainless steel door pillar, 2 Pcs.
Acura Integra full interior dash kit, 2 Door, Manual, 34 Pcs. Acura Integra full interior dash kit, 2
Door, 20 Pcs. Acura Integra full interior dash kit, 4 Door, Automatic 35 Pcs. Acura Integra full
interior dash kit, 4 Door, Manual 34 Pcs. Acura Integra full interior dash kit, 4 Door, 22 Pcs.
Acura Integra basic interior dash kit, 2 Door, Automatic 22 Pcs. Acura Integra basic interior
dash kit, 2 Door, Manual 21 Pcs. Acura Integra basic interior dash kit, 4 Door, Automatic, 24 Pcs.
Acura Integra basic interior dash kit, 4 Door, Manual 23 Pcs. Acura ILX basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs.
Acura Legend basic interior dash kit, 4 Door, 16 Pcs. Acura Legend basic interior d
ford 40 sohc timing chain tool
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ash kit, 2 Door, Manual, 16 Pcs. Acura MDX basic interior dash kit, 23 Pcs. Acura MDX exterior
kit, 8 Pcs. Acura MDX stainless steel door pillar, 8 Pcs. Acura MDX exterior kit, 10 Pcs. Acura
MDX stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Acura MDX stainless steel door pillar, 4 Pcs. Acura RDX
full exterior kit, 16 Pcs. Acura RDX stainless steel door pillar, 8 Pcs. Acura RDX basic exterior
kit, 6 Pcs. Acura RDX stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Acura RDX stainless steel door pillar, 4
Pcs. Acura RL stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Acura TL exterior kit, 10 Pcs. Acura TL stainless
steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Acura TL exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Acura TSX exterior kit, 5 Pcs. Acura TSX
exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Acura TSX stainless steel door pillar, 4 Pcs. Acura ZDX stainless steel door
pillar, 6 Pcs. Acura ZDX basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Hess St. E-Mail: customerservice
dashkitspecialties. Stay safe! Compare Products. Acura Dash Kits. Acura CL , Interior. Phone:
All Rights Reserved. Crafted By FirstWire.

